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I have always loved the start of a
new year, it certainly has a
particular vibe to it!
The feeling of new beginnings,
new ideas, it's like clicking the
reset button and refreshing your
life.
After a busy 2021, working with
120 + homes around Perth,
Exmouth, Sydney and Melbourne.
I wanted to reflect on all the
wonderful things that happened
and goals we achieved as a team,
here at Neo Interior Design. We're
all ready and excited for what's
coming our way in 2022!
The team is flowing with
innovative ideas for the business
and ways to make your dream
space come alive!

This year felt extra special, by
taking nothing for granted and just
enjoying the moment with friends
and their families (as mine are all
in NSW).

"An interior is the
natural projection
of the soul"
With the reality that not too much
will be changing this year in
regards to furniture, material
availabilities and freight delays
due to what's going on in the
world, we're doing our best to
evolve our processes on how we
can get things faster and at lower
costs for our clients.
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Gone are the days where we can
have a full home furniture fit-out
within 3 months, we're now
quoting approximately 6-12
months, as we don't want to give
clients unrealistic expectations.

You can click the link below now,
to learn how to create a beautiful
and cohesive home.
https://go.oncehub.com/LaurenS
tephenson

On the bright side, we're so
excited to see so many beautiful
new products on the market, so
we have decided to share with
you Neo Interior Colour Palette
& Soft Furnishing Forecast for
2022!

"Be faithful to your
own taste, because
nothing you really
like is ever out of
style "

We look forward to starting the
design experience with you
We'd love to know, what are your
today!
favourite colours are this year?

If you're ready to refresh your
dream home or commercial
project, start by booking a design
call today.

Lauren Stephenson x
"Create Your Dream with Our
Team"
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SUMMER RESET 2022
INTERIOR COLOUR PALETT, STYLE
FURNISHINGS FORECAST

People are seeking warm and
welcoming, a cozy HomeOasis, so
they can come home and relax
after a busy day at work or running
the kids around. We are becoming
more sentimental with creating
memories through time spent
together and their is nothing more
special than in the comfort of your
The majority of our keen daily
enquiries, are clients ready to start own home.
their projects straight away. As
there is a common understanding Comfort is on the rise, trying sofas
settings before you buy is a really
of delayed timelines, people are
important part of the design
willing to pay more and wait for
the right pieces, so they get it right process, as you will be sitting on
the first time and have it for a long this for the next 5-10+ years.
Choosing the right, colour texture
time.
and configuration for your space
can be make or break.
This year I see everything from
sculptural accent chairs, artistic
side tables, coloured stone,
coloured glass furniture and
commissioned art pieces to match
to shapes and colours of the
environment.
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It's ok to by other pieces online
before seeing them, but read the
reviews before you do so and
anything that is customised i.e
made to measure furniture and
creative material selections, it's
best to do in the flesh!
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"Colour is the place
where our brains &
universe meet"

You can dress timber or marble
To find more unique furniture and furniture with colour or clear
materials for our projects we have ornaments, this will contrast the
been sourcing products Australia
materials to create more class and
wide, scaling 100's of suppliers
character. On the greenery front,
each week, we continuing to strive olive trees, ficus and silver leaf
for perfection, with every dream
palms will be a hit this year, this
home we work on.
will modernise the interior or
exterior while still tying in the
Bespoke architectural features,
green hues that will see a lot this
custom joinery, curved island
2022.
benches and wall panelling will
continue to be popular this year as Textured wall paint, Colours like,
this adds a show stopping
lemon yellow, pistachio, lilac and
experience and a 3D element to
grapefruit will add a zesty punch
any room. You can add a minimal
into your space, which will
uniquely shaped mirrors on the
energise and evoke happier
panelling to reflect the outdoors,
emotions.
tying the outside in will never go
out of fashion.
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Arch everything will continue to
prosper, soft linen sheers for
softness and steel door frames on a
pivot mechanism will become the
future of feature doors.
Natural light, larger windows, fluted
glass, intentionally multi purpose
areas will be the way forward,
everything in your home should
have a purpose and some form of
connection.
If your home dose not flow
seamlessly it can feel cold and
disconnected. It takes a true
creative to make a home look
effortless.

An added extra for you, here are some
colours to look out for this year!
Neutral Tones
& Muted Colours
Mushroom
Ivory
Butter
Pistachio
Sage
Terracotta
Eucalyptus
Tan
Almond
Milky Soy
Pure White
Chai latte
Espresso
Gunmetal

Mocktail Colours:
Aperol
Grapefruit
Juicy lemon
Citrus lime
Lavender
Blood orange
Honey paloma
Tonic
Pink lemonade
Peach punch
Fairy floss
Blueberry
Mango Tango
Pomegranate

We only live once, you might as well
live in a home you love and enjoy,
Higher door and window frames,
everyday! Bench seats with dining
antique bronze door frames, fluted
tables for extra seats can come in
glass doors, gunmetal tapware, steel
handy when entertaining.
frame pivot doors, contemporary
architectural features add
sophistication and value.
https://www.neointeriordesign.com.au/contac
t-perths-most-sort-after-interior-designers/

